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About This Game

The second game about making games!

Experience the life of a high school indie game developer. Care for and build relationships with your teammates!

Yuta is following in the footsteps of Justin (from the first game) and wants to become an indie game developer. With his
teammates, will he be able to fulfill his dream or will the drama overcome him?

In-depth Indie Game Development Simulation

Manage funding, game ideas and your team

More story (just like you asked for)

Buff System

More characters

Multiple endings
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Eat snacks in-game (for better or worse)
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Vr motion sickness. Fitst person views in vr are no good to me.. I had really high hopes for this game. I loved the MTA back
then and since no other Steam game made a New York Subway game, I was excited for this game. At first the price was insane,
$34.99. I waited till the Summer Sale 2015 and I bought it for $23.44. I got the game and when I clicked new game, the game
crashed. I then got a new graphics card (NVIDIA Geforce GT 610) and the game started but, the frame rate was extremely low.
I had TF2 and Gmod on my PC and they worked decently but this didnt. To all of you, please dont waste your money on this
game.. I enjoy the mechanics of this game, but the visual noise is appalling and I'm not sure I can play more of it. The flickering
and film grain and colors shifting and moving background - UGH. Eye-searing and headache-inducing visual overload.

I wish there were an option to turn off all visual effects; if there were, this might be my new favorite relaxing puzzle game.
Since there isn't... I don't know how much I'll be able to play it. I definitely regret spending money on it.. Got an Achievment
10/10

Serously though dont know what the ♥♥♥♥ to do. dont like it. Not really much to see here. It's not intense and the ending just
reinforces how the concept doesn't really work. I don't recommend it unless you're bored and just want to try out something
different.. such a sweet game its so much better then the new shadowrun game i love it cause you cant auto to lvl 255 or
somethin like other games makes it last longer and doesnt run out of stuff you can do, good battle mechanics and kinda like
warcraft the earlier versions for the pc, like having extra levels lol.. A pretty hard but fun game.. I'm pretty positive I got this
game in a bundle, lately I've been going through my 400+ Steam list of games carefuly playing all of them and rating them, that
eventually lead me to stumble upon Devils and Demons.

My first impression when I played it was "oh it's a nice little game", it isn't heavy on the computer, disk size or performance
wise so pretty much everyone can run it and the mechanics are simple and entertaining, a nice little game, but that's all I have to
say in it's favor to be honest.

It's clearly a pay to win microtransaction model of a cellphone game port, not the best one at it to be honest, but it's mildly
entertaining, what is NOT entertaining is how terribly it was ported and the price they set it at, I was going to recommend it to a
few friends of mine on Discord, thinking it was 2~3$, but after checking it's cost I found out it was priced at 10$, I was
shocked, this game is nowhere near being worth the price tag it was set at, at most you want to grab it from a bundle and not just
consider it a +1 trash game, it's worth giving a shot and playing it for a bit to see if it floats your boat, at least for a couple of
hours, but I wouldn't recommend shopping for it unless it was on sales.

It's pretty much a turn based strategy game in which you have action points to move or perform spells in a hex grid map, but the
music is average at best for this type of game and the animations are subpar, especially for it's price tag, STILL, it's a fun little
game that can keep you entertaining for a couple of hours maybe, if you're lucky enough to get it from a bundle or a huge
(75%+) discount.. very good game, its day time and im already scared out of my♥♥♥♥♥♥ i can only play 10 minutes at a
time, i didnt expect such a creppy game, really the first real psychological horror ive seen on steam. This, along with the witness,
is one the best puzzle game I played this year. Simply rules but really difficult challenges. I'm still at level 45 but i already had to
solve some levels using analytic geometry. I know this is like cheating, but I'm weak (Don't be like me, avoid maths)
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Looks more fun than it is IMO. Well, this game is entertaining, funny and has somehow a replay value. Dev is also a great guy.
What more could you possibly expect from a $1 indie game?. Nice game but finished within 2 hours, not worth the money for
such short game play.. if you're looking to farm\/hunt samples to upgrade your gears faster then you definitely need the ranger
pack's \u2018Humblebee\u2019 UAV since it can detect nearby samples around you.

the LHO-63 \u2018Camper\u2019 isn't also half bad.
and of course who doesn't want another armour pack? :D. Hello. I am reviewing the soundtrack for this game. I am a big fan of
Claude La Bon Bon's work, and I think he did a fine job at it considering the circumstances that he was going through while
creating this soundtrack. He had to make several trips to London and the men who run the studio that Dr. House records at made
him bring his own fire wire cables, but he didn't have the right one at first because he had the four pin to six pin but he needed
the six to six or six to nine pin connector. It resulted in a lot of work lost because he bought the wrong cable. Considering he
didn't have the good cable, he did a great job. You can go to their youtube page to hear a lot of the songs that they had to cut
from the game and this soundtrack because Claude La Bon Bon got screwed by "The Man." Luckily, when in London he found
an English cat. The English cat was a very cute cat and I now call my own cat an English cat because of it and in Claude La Bon
Bon's honour.. FAIL! Don't bother. I spent the whole time clicking through dialogue, was hardly able to make any choices to
influence the storyline, which was sorely lacking. Also, the 'game' kept trying to push females onto me. I'm hetro, deal with it..
Yuu best girl. While not a completely new concept, this game uses echo location as means of a map generator. It gives lots of
fun puzzles (and some of absolute terror) and even has additional levels after you complete the main walk through. It's definitely
worth the 2 dollars I spent.. Ten dollars for this basic edition of Risk is too much, you can [purchase a physical version and get
the full indepth experience for that kind of price (obviously plastic or paper pieces)

But for 5 or less, it's not bad, I'd even recommend it for 50% off or more. The AI is smart on hard, it's simple click and or drag
and thats all.. This is a fun way to improve your Words Per Minute (WPM) typing skills. I like the cartoonish graphics, Japanese-
themed music, and silly comments from the sensei. Check out my gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lE_xKMgQhps&feature=youtu.be
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